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CCD LIGHT CURVE AND REVISED PERIODFOR THE RR VARIABLE AP SERPENTISBL�ATTLER, E.BBSAG, Shl�usselaher 1, CH-8636 Wald, Switzerland; e-mail: blaettler-wald�bluewin.h

Name of the objet:AP Ser = AN34.1935 = GSC920.002 = HIP 74556Equatorial oordinates: Equinox:R.A.= 15h14m01s DEC.= +09Æ5805200 2000.0Observatory and telesope:Private observatory, Shl�usselaher, Wald, 0.15-m refratorDetetor: SBIG ST-7 CCD amera

Figure 1. CCD light urve (without �lter) of AP Ser



2 IBVS 4954
Filter(s): NoneComparison star(s): GSC923.1074Chek star(s): GSC923.1281Availability of the data:Upon request from blaettler-wald�bluewin.hType of variability: RRRemarks:The well known RR variable AP Serpentis, disovered by Ho�meister (1935), hasbeen reobserved with our CCD equipment as mentioned above. During 8 nightsbetween JD2451697 and JD2451724 a total of 312 measurements were seured. APSer is the brighter, north-eastern star in a lose double. In our aperture photometry,both omponents of the pair were inluded in the diaphragm. In the the DigitalSky Survey, the brightness of the ompanion an be estimated to be about 15.0 mag(photographi). Figure 1 shows our observations folded with a period of 0:d340853,the best value for the representation of our data. This value is onsiderably shorterthan the one given by de Bruijn and Lub (1985; 0:d341320), determined fromV BLUW photometry seured in 1975, and slightly longer than the period derivedfrom the Hipparos satellite photometry (http://astro.este.esa.nl/Hipparos/),0:d340805. Neither of these earlier period values yield light urves of aeptablequality from our data. We have �tted the earlier photometry of AP Serpentis(Varsavsky, 1960; Pe~na et al., 1990) with our period value and �nd both sets to bevery well representable by it. Due to the rather long time gaps between the avail-able sets of observations, it is not possible to assign yle numbers unequivoally.A period of 0:d340852 brings the two latest sets in very good agreement, but fails todo so for the earliest set (Varsavsky, 1960). The most likely reason for this being aslight lengthening of the period value of AP Ser over the ourse of the last 40 years.
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